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Contact us for all your customization requests at 1-800-685-9981.  

Like the opening sentence of a paragraph or the first 
impression at a meeting, the front entrance of a home 
makes a statement.  

Spectis Moulders has many standard options of crossheads, 
pilasters and pediments to fit any style, plus the option of 
creating the custom size or design not seen before.   

Our selection of crossheads is on page 112 - 115 of our 
catalogue and the option of custom headers can 
be made from many of our standard mouldings. 
Remember to measure headers using the 
breastboard width, not the overall width. 
Keystones can crown certain headers,  ranging 
from scrolls to flat profiles on page 125 and 126. Keystones 
are also a wonderful way to hide the seam of oversized 
headers above a garage door or over multiple windows.  

Our standard pilasters come in a wide range of styles: 
fluted, single panel, double panel and a smooth flat panel, 
all grounded with a base plinth. They are available in many 
widths and heights. Pilasters need not be large to add a big 
impact to a front entrance. 

Pediments add a grand statement to any entrance. At Spectis Moulders we 
have many different pediment styles to choose from: acorn, peaked, 
ramshead, sunbursts or custom arches with flankers.  

Columns, decorative or structural, are also available 
through Spectis Moulders. Round columns are moulded 
with our standard profiles being smooth tapered, fluted 
tapered, fluted or smooth straight and also a rope 
design. Check out page 104 and 105 in our catalogue for 
available column heights and diameters. Dress up these 
columns with caps and bases found on page 106 and 
107. 

Square Box Columns can also be ordered as structural or decorative wraps. 
Choose from smooth, recessed or fluted box columns. The decorative 
finishing touches of caps, bases and neck trims are included in the price of 
the box columns.  

All of our columns can be shipped split ready to wrap structural posts, or 
they can be shipped complete. Also, as always, if a custom item is required, 
give us a call or email us. We would be happy to prepare a quote for you. If 
you would like a catalogue sent to your office or customer, see the contact 
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